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Social Justice Project Updates 
 

 Bonnytoun – This month the boys at Bonnytoun wanted to learn more about Apartheid, the 
different World Wars and South Africa’s role in each major event.  Bonnytoun also had a Cultural 
Day so we were unable to carry out a full workshop as the kids were still hyped up from their event.  

 St Anne’s – Miriam has taken over St. Anne’s and has been going to St. Anne’s every week with 2 to 
3 volunteers.  We worked on showing the women how to set up their CV’s as part of the computer 
skills training, the women also learned how to use Google search, how to type and answer interview 
questions. Miriam also had a meeting with Joy Lange the direction whom agreed that the computer 
skills workshop should come to an end as they are waiting for new computers from Vodacom and 
someone to come and teach the women skills. Joy is very keen for us to work on topics such as the 
right to vote in a democratic election (not party political), Active participation in citizenship, Bill of 
Rights, Labour Relations Acts, Constitutional Rights and Children’s Act. Due to the language barriers 
we will be printing certain sections of Acts in Afrikaans as well.  

 Sisters Incorporated - Miriam has also taken over this project from the 18th September. Only 
female volunteers have been able to go as Sisters Incorporated are aimed at empowering females 
with the help of other females.  Sisters Incorporated held and open day from Friday the 28th 
September to Saturday 29th September, selling various handmade vintage crafts. Volunteers will be 
attending this event with Miriam in order to support the Program and also to purchase some 
beautiful vintage items. 

 

Young in Prison  

 

 Huis Vredelus &  Ottery Education and Youth Centre – The young prisoners got to learn more about 
the different types of wars, how their forefathers played a role in the event and what it meant to 
the people affected by it. Life Skills and Creative arts activities were also done, which taught the 
youth to use their own initiative and with a bit of imagination anything is possible if you believe in 
yourself and work hard. With the Life Skills activities they got to learn more about themselves, their 
strengths and weaknesses. With the creative arts they learned that anything beautiful can be 
created if you use your initiative and imagination. At Vredelus we also celebrated the birthday of a 
young girl called Kate, we bought a cake for her and had a mini party, which she enjoyed and made 
her day extra special. 
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Legal Services Updates 

We have closed the Kraaifontein and Vrygrond legal clinics as we have not been generating any clientele 
from them. We have sent letters out to each clinic informing them that we will no longer be attending 
the clinics. 

Miriam has taken over Lavender Hill Clinic and Sherwin is managing the Manenberg Clinic. 
Sherwin is busy dealing with an interesting case from Bontheuwel regarding housing issues 
involving one person acting on behalf of the Netreg community. Sherwin and volunteers went 
to Netreg to get an insight of the situation the community is facing, the community members 
invited Sherwin and the volunteers into their homes in order for them to take photos and to get 
a glimpse into their poor living conditions. 

We are still getting many walk-in clients and most of them are still Refugee Cases, however we have also 
had a hand full of cases whereby people who do not seem mentally stable are seeking assistance with 
issues that are from situations out of movies. 

 

 


